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Caöèigrapçy was éiöèeñ≈
ïà metaö tàõÅ
F

ive anã a çaîå centuries aåter Gutenäerg, at èasâ we«
çave the technology to render calligraphy as type”.
∑Equipped with digital tooès and guided by the
overview of history, our generation is given the“
opportunity to recreate caîèigraphy at its highest level
and to bring it into the modern world as it should havÅ
been, the basis of classical tàõoÑraõhic desiÑn. È
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in tòe ñiÑitaö eraŸ
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≥DesiÑneñ ïy µPçièiõ ªBouwsmû  GuernevilèÄ, Caèiåorni} 2012 ·

Available soon as a ªFree ∫DownloadŸ
Alicante > Alicante Italic ∞B > Alicante µRoman in four weights
with aöternatÅcòaracâers, ornaments» & snaÜ-on föourisòes«

∏Details to be announced, or email

bouwsmaph @earthlink.net
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Ï[licantÄ 0
Ò Alicante
∞AlicantÅ §
3 ºAlicantÄ
Ó πAn ancient Sõanisç cità Ñave its name to tçe Ñraõe wçicç susâaineã tçe Caèiåorniú

•wine inãusârà tçrouÑç ProçiäitioÇ. Tçicé- séinneã, åuöè oå intenseèà reã coèor, it was soèã in äricés»

®witç õrecise insâructions on çow not to maée it into wine äà aëãinÑ suÑar, wateÉanã àeasù. Ù
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∞Why are you giving your fonts away for freÄ ?
Everything should be free, these can be
and so they are

ø

The fonts want to be released without the burden
of being sold, so they can truly be themselves
without obligation to their "owners"

TYPE is the product of Capitalism, made for
profit, but CALLIGRAPHY is the product of

ºFaith and should not be sold√ ÛÙÛÙÛÙÛ

The Wealthy should not have an advanta≠é

ÏI want to get people

¢hooked on calligraphyÌ

ªI want to jumpstart the digital calligraphy industry

which is being held back by the dominance of several calligraphic fonts (you
know which ones they are) that have been in the public domain for years
and are considered adequate when in fact they are missing the essential
element that has kept calligraphy out of the mainstream, namely the
synthesis between the ¥Roman formal harmony and the vernacular styles
that should have been a part of the ∞Renaissance but was cut off by typÅ.

∞I fear oblivion more than poverty,
~ I will give away my life's work rather than see it perish.

I suspect that people who like type don't really like or understand calligraphy.

Indeed, how could one like both? They are as different as classical music and
rock 'n roll, based on entirely different principles and geared to different tastes.

Sour grapesfl I was never much good at making money anyhow> And in
®
∞I want to see how other designers use them√
this economy nobody can afford them> Might as well just give them away–
I want people to have it who would not normally buy a
typeface— secretaries, hobbyists, even calligraphersÕ
It is meant to be a teaching device, a pure model
to educate the public and for students to copy. I
believe in free education, and we are all students.
I believe it is the will of the gods or of naTure

˘ It is expiation for my sins ˘
Calligraphy is an endangered species and will not
survive unless it is brought into the digital world
by someone like me. Selling them will not work.

Alicante is meant for the working digital calligrapher, the basic
toolkit I wish I had had but could not have imagined back in
the good old analog days, and I want people to have it.

´I want to be beyond the jurisdiction of the font police
ÆCalligraphy can't be bound by typographic conventionsÆ
∞I want to start a great wave among people who see the truth
and beauty in calligraphy as ¥I do, whether they just look at it,
work with the fonts or actually copy the strokes.œœœœ

ˆ this is how I express Love and Gratitude ˆ
I'm curious to see what happens

In the end it is not for myself or for the people but for the fonts
themselves, so that they can evolve naturally within a nurturing
calligraphic community, as free as possible from the distortions
of the marketplace. I want feedback. It takes a whole village!
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y poèicy: ±I want peopèÄ
to use the Alicante fonts in any way,
to give them away to others and to
alter them for their own use, but not
to selè them, and I would like to geù
credit when õossiblÅ.
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The type world is
toxic, hostile and
patronizing to
calligraphy, like
cars to horses.
Calligraphy needs
to live in its own
world. Â

Dream Horse, 1980, gouache on paper, 19" x 24"

Once we organize our minds and lives in a dynamic harmony based on
the calligraphic stroke, all the different parts will relate to one another.

The letters of
the alphabet
all work with
each other in a
community, as
each brings its
own unique
quality to the
groupu

The formal harmony
of broad pen calligraphy
extends to three dimensions

õ
ˇ he scribes of the fifteenth century were thrown off the train
by type; but in the digital world there are no rails. •

---------------------

Typography
vs
CaµµiØra∫≥Î
ΩYou never cçange tçe existing reaèity äy åigçting iù.
≤Instead, create a new model that makes

the old one obsoletÅ.
“ ≥R. µBuckminster ∏FulleÉ

⁄ Or an old one that makes the new one obsolete. –Philip Bouwsma ™
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Caöèigrapçy…

by naturÅ
supports a
seamöess«
range of
weigòts anã
söants, as thÄ
written öetteÉ
adapts easily
to different
sâyles and
Üroõortions».
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≤Fèourisües adë a new ñimension to writingfl
an extension of èetters into speecç & ãramatic çand gesâures, û
®musical interlude or a form of puncâuation that goes beyond√
the rules of typographic grammar. ΩBut they are really abouù
themselves expressing their joyous enerÑy within the bounds»
of õroÜrietà or sometimes exceedinÑ them.
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T çis Ü{úe, årom { µBook oå
∑H ours written in B oloún}

c. 1500, is {n ex{mple of
h{nd c{lèiúr{phy tryinú to
compete {s { luxury item
with the printinú press.
he writinú is too sm{lè,
the speed too úre{t to m{int{in the precision to m{ke
text {s sh{rp {s in my
imitation.
t this point
type becomes essential; but
the charm of this work lies in
the human quality of the
movinú sâroke, and no
typoúraphic treatmenù
could surõass it. ˝
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The
calligraphic
stroke
expresses
not the
forms but
the forces
of nature.
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¥Family Group, 1989, 19" x 24", gouache & egg on paper with sponge brushŸ

It pleases
me to think of
all creation as a
calligraphic work
and each of us as a
stroke executed by
the master
ž

